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Introduction
This coin is created by Yancce Solutions
on 2021.
The company was founded on 2006 by
David Bernal in Spain.
Originally named Loveworld
International the company changed this
name to accomplish quality standards
since the company was adding new
business models to its structure.
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Introduction
01

02

▪ Blockchain-powered digital currencies, or
cryptocurrencies, hold the massiva potential
to disrupt the financial market they can be
issued and used without the involvement of
a central bank or other traditional financial
institutions.

▪ With cryptocurrencies, funds are owned by
individuals who hold the keys – it is a
fundamental difference between crypto and
conventional banking. The technology that
fortifies cryptocurrencies, the distributed
consensus ledger (DCL), revolutionizes crypto
transactions. It provides comprehensive and
secure transaction records without using a
central registry. This forges the path for peerto-peer transactions, making thirdd party
functions redundant.

▪ All fiat money in circulation today is owned
by the central and commercial banks that are
in hands of individuals. A bank olds a liability
to the depositor but can use depositor´s
money to give loan to somebody else.
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Problem statement
01

02

▪ The currency monetary system, driven by fiat
currency, is plagued by serious problems like
time-consuming and expensive transactions,
limited accesibility to the national currency,
money-laundering and more. The following
points elaborate on the problems with fiat
currency.

▪ As with fiat currency, domestic and
international money transfer takes days or
even weeks to go through. Specifically for
international transactions, every crossborder transaction has to traverse through
correspondent banks responsible for
managing activities like receiving and
collating payment messages before
retransmitting confirmation or denial to
respective banks. This increases the
settlement time of transactions.
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Problem statement
03

04

▪ Today many businesses rely on timely
deliveries which are shipped when
transactions are processed. A delay in
transactions means adelay in the shipping of
orders that can cost companies milliones in
lost revenue and productivity.

▪ Conventional banks charge somewhere
between o,5 percent and 5 percent to
transfer money. Apart from this, banks also
charge an additional one-off fee for the
transaction and offer worse than the market
exchange rate cross-border transactions. This
can result businesses losing between 1
percent and 5 percent of potential earnings
on transfer fees alone. This elevates the
prices of products for consumers and
reduces wages as businesses try hard to cut
costs to make a profit.
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Problem statement
05

06

▪ A major problem with fiat currencies is
hyperinflation. Hyperinflation occurs when the
price of goods and services increases by over 50
percent a month. As govermnents control fiat
currency they can print as much money as they
like which devalues the money in circulation. The
most upsetting example of this is Venezuela. The
country registered approximately 54,000,000
percent overall inflation rate since the year 2016.
The native currency of Venezuela devalued by
more than 95 percent making residents suffer
extreme poverty and no access to basic human
needs coverage.

▪ Arbitrarily increasing the quantity of currency
in an economy has an adverse effect on the
distribution of money and thus redistributes
purchasing power, stealing wealth from the
majority such as wage workers and savers to
serve interests of privileged minority.
Redistribution of wealth leads to a net loss of
wealth to society. Government deficit
spending which should otherwise be
motivated by good intentions alters the
quantity of currency in circulation and results
in currency debasement.
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The solution
01

02

▪ Lukky offers a comprehensive solution to the
major problems faced by the traditional fiatdriven monetary system. Lukky envisions
building a crypto-powered ecosystem
comprising Lukky wallet, cryptomarket,
exchange, and more, to effectively replace
fiat currency while empowering users to
harness the power of crypto in all types of
transactions from this ecosystem to
international payment solutions.

▪ Lukky is created as a BEP20 token that can be
bought using BNB, Ether, and other coins as
it grows in swaps. The sale of Lukkys will be
carried out through an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO), which will be carried out in two phases
– Private sale and Public sale. While Private
sale will be for the Team and Advisors, The
Public sale will allow anyone across the globe
to participate in the sale and buy Lukkys.
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The solution
03

04

▪ Designed on Binance Blockchain, Lukky will
allow accelerated transactions and lower
transaction fees. Lukky will play a chief role in
driving transactions on all Lukky platforms
such as Yancce Marketplace, Yancce Inmo,
Yancce Travel, Yancce Cryptomarket and
Yancce Academy. Lukky will also be the
backbone of the Yancce referral program.

▪ Yancce wallet will be a mnemonics-based
secure mobile wallet to send, receive and
store Lukkys. Initially this wallet will support
Bitcoin, Ethereum, BNB and Lukkys.
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complete control of their assets. A special
private key will allow users to recover their
wallets.
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The solution
05

06

▪ The security of Yancce wallet will be achieved
with the integration of industry-leading
security features like multisig and biometric
authentication. The multisig feature will
require more than one user to authenticate
transactions thus eliminating the risk of a
single point of failure, and thereby fortigying
the security of the wallet. Similarly biometric
auhtentication (facial recognition) will
reinforce the security of Yancce wallet by
enabling only legitimate users to process
transactions.

▪ Yancce Market is an e-commerce portal
wherein users can register either as buyers
or sellers to buy or sell diverse variety of
products respectively. The products available
on the platform will range from electronic
goods to home decor products to health and
beauty products to automotive and more.
The platform buyers will be able to enjoy an
added advantage of getting extra Lukkys
when buying here using Lukkys.
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Search engine
Visitors can use this search engine at
yancce.com or affiliated sites.
Search results are contents that have been

created by the community.
You can see content author when you check
search results.
Users are rewarded with Lukkys as they use
this search engine.
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Social network
Visitors can create an account to build a
profile using name, surname and picture.
Members of this community meet each

other while they add contents to groups
that have been created by the users
themselves.

Members are rewarded with Lukkys by using
all features available in this platform.
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Wallet
Users will have a wallet that can be
used to hold Lukkys, transfer Lukkys or
pay using Lukkys.
Transfer Lukkys to other users is
possible through the network when
both users have an account in the social
network.
Users will also be able to exchange
Lukkys to other coins as Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Litecoin, etc.
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3D World
Users can login to a metaverse using their
social network account.
Inside this metaverse a user will create an
avatar to move around.
The user can buy a field to build a house or
shopping centre.
After that the owner of that house can sell it
or exchange the virtual house for a real one
using its value in Lukkys as credit for this
transaction.
Payments in this metaverse are made by
using Lukkys. This activity will pump up
Lukky´s value for sure.
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Liability

20 years in action

Growth factor
Stage 1
2021

Stage 2
2021

2022

2022

Stage 3
2022

2023

2023

Stage 4
2023

2024

2024

2024

2025

Lukys launch

Selling 3D fields

Buying and selling

Real homes

First coin buyers will buy at
low price. As soon as coin is
launched a 3D world will be
developed in 3 months
time.

First 3D users will be able to
buy fields at low price using
Lukkys. As Lukkys is used it
will make prices go up.

Not only fields in 3D world
but any kind of products
will be marketed through a
full marketplace using
Lukkys as payment option.

Users can exchange a
virtual house for a real one
using the virtual value as
credit to get the house in
real world.
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Advanced features
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Search engine

Marketing tools

Usefull feature for most users

Business addons for commercial use

Marketplace

Public documentation

Everyone can buy and sell

Documents are available

Social network

Share everywhere

Users meet and connect

Users will bring new members by sharing
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Share this information
with your neighbours.
When people use Lukkys
value goes up and we
build a profitable business
for everyone.
Lukky is here to stay

